In this paper, we investigate the common scenario where every candidate item for recommendation is characterized by a maximum capacity, i.e., number of seats in a Point-of-Interest (POI) or size of an item's inventory. Despite the prevalence of the task of recommending items under capacity constraints in a variety of settings, to the best of our knowledge, none of the known recommender methods is designed to respect capacity constraints. To close this gap, we extend three state-of-the art latent factor recommendation approaches: probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF), geographical matrix factorization (GeoMF), and bayesian personalized ranking (BPR), to optimize for both recommendation accuracy and expected item usage that respects the capacity constraints. We introduce the useful concepts of user propensity to listen and item capacity. Our experimental results in real-world datasets, both for the domain of item recommendation and POI recommendation, highlight the benefit of our method for the setting of recommendation under capacity constraints.
Introduction
Consider what would happen if a Point-of-Interest (POI) recommendation system suggests to a large number of users to visit the same POI, e.g. the same attraction in a theme park, or the same coffee shop; or what would be the effect of an item recommendation system recommending the same products (e.g. movies, jackets) to the vast majority of customers. It is easy to imagine that in the first case the recommended POI might get overcrowded, resulting in long queues, thus high waiting times. In the second case, the customers might view an 'out of stock' or 'server overload' message.
The above scenarios, although seemingly different, share the following key property: every item candidate for recommendation is associated with a maximum capacity -for a POI it could be the number of visitors allowed at the same time or the number of seats or tables; for a product it could be the maximum number of copies that can be purchased/consumed simultaneously. The task of recommending items under capacity constraints is present in a variety of real-world settings; from suggesting the best road for driving while keeping the roads from getting congested, to deciding how to serve personalized content in rush watching periods such as Prime Time or the Oscars.
However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the available recommendation approaches for item and POI recommendation is designed to respect the capacity constraints. They are often designed to optimize rating prediction [20, 22] or personalized ranking accuracy [4, 19, 23] . For example, latent factor collaborative filtering methods [12] , a popular approach for recommendation, usually optimize only for recommendation accuracy by considering the square loss or other metrics, using the observed user-item ratings. Similar is the case for state-of-the art POI recommendation approaches [13, 14, 25] .
In this paper, we present a novel approach that both optimizes recommendation accuracy, measured suitably by rating prediction or personalized ranking losses, and penalizes excessive usage of items that surpasses the corresponding capacities. We show how to apply our approach to three state-of-the-art latent factor recommender models: probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) [20] , geographical matrix factorization (GeoMF) [15] , and bayesian personalized ranking (BPR) [19] . We introduce the concepts of user propensity to listen (i.e., the probability to listen to the recommendations) and item capacity. Both concepts are key factors for estimating the extent to which the expected usage of the items violates the capacity constraints. We present experiments in real-world recommendation datasets that highlight the promise of our approach.
Our experimental results show that: (i) our formulation allows one to trade-off between optimizing for recommendation accuracy and respecting capacity constraints, (ii) alternating minimization empirically works well in practice for learning the model, and (iii) the formulation is reasonably robust to different choices of propensities, capacities, and surrogate loss for the capacity objective.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly review related work in Section 2. In Section 3 we introduce the concepts of user propensities and item capacities, and devise our method for recommendation under capacity constraints. We empirically evaluate our method in Section 4, and conclude in Section 5.
Related Work
Matrix factorization (MF) based approaches have become very popular in recommendation systems [12] both for implicit [8, 10] and explicit feedback [20] . They predict a user's rating on an item on the basis of low dimensional latent factors, by optimizing square loss [20, 22] or ranking inspired losses [4, 19, 23] . MF approaches have also been employed in the rapidly grown area of POI recommendation where geo-location is used to further improve recommendation performance [6, [13] [14] [15] -we refer the reader to [25] for a survey of the topic.
Our work can be viewed in the context of multiple objective optimization models. The latter have been applied in recommendation, either to optimize various ranking metrics [24] , to promote diversity [9] , or to increase time spent along with click-through-rate [2, 3] . Our work has also connections with resource-constrained models [7] . An alternative view of the problem is to minimize the waiting time. Thus queueing theory [11] becomes relevant.
We now briefly review the methods of PMF [20] , BPR [19] , and GeoMF [15] , after introducing some useful notation.
Notation. Let N be the total number of items, and M the total number of users. Every user is denoted by an index i = 1, . . . , M and every item by j = 1, . . . , N . Assume that user i has rated a subset of the N items, denoted by L i , and every item has been rated by the set of users Ra(j).
PMF. Let U ∈ R k×M be the latent factor corresponding to the users, where the i th column u i ∈ R k is the latent factor for user i. Similarly, let V ∈ R k×N be the latent factor for the items, where the j th column v j ∈ R k is the latent factor for item j. Then, PMF models the predicted rating of user i on item j asr ij = u T i v j , so that the overall score matrix R ∈ R M ×N is of rank k M, N , and thus can be approximated by U T V . The objective of PMF [20] is
where the second term is a L-2 regularization term to prevent over-fitting in the training data, with λ denoting the regularization parameter and · F the Frobenius norm.
BPR. BPR [19] focuses on correctly ranking item pairs instead of scoring single items. Let L i,+ , L i,− denote the set of positively (+1) and negatively rated (-1) items by user i respectively. Maximizing the posterior distribution that a user will prefer the positive items over the negative ones, the MF-based BPR objective is:
GeoMF. In POI recommendation, the rating matrix R contains the check-in data of M users on N POIs. Because of the natural characterization of POIs in terms of their geographical location (latitude and longitude) and the spatial clustering in human mobility patterns, recommendations can be further improved [25] . This insight has led to the development of GeoMF [15] which jointly models the geographical and MF component. The key idea behind GeoMF, and the related works of [14, 25] , is that if a user i has visited a POI j but has not visited the nearby POIs, these nearby POIs are more likely to be disliked by this user compared to far-away non-visited POIs. GeoMF represents the users and items not only by their latent factors U, V , but also by the activity and influence vectors X, Y respectively. By splitting the entire world into L even grids, GeoMF models a user i's activity area as a vector x i ∈ R L , where every entry x i of the vector denotes the possibility that this user will appear in the -th grid. Similarly, the model represents every POI by a vector y j ∈ R L , referred to as influence vector, where every entry y j indicates the quantity of influence POI j has on the -th grid. While the activity area vector x i of every user i is latent, the influence vectors y j for every POI j are given as input to the model and are pre-computed using kernel density estimation [26] as follows. The degree of the influence POI j has on the -th grid is computed as
σ ) where K is the standard Gaussian distribution, σ is the standard deviation and d(j, ) is the Euclidean distance between the POI j and the -th grid. Although in [15] the activity area vectors are constrained to be non-negative and sparse, in our work we do not make such an assumption. Concretely, GeoMF predicts user i's rating on POI j asr ij = u T i v j + x T i y j . GeoMF uses the point-wise square loss of PMF; however, we can also replace this with the BPR loss, giving rise to a method we refer to as Geo-BPR.
Proposed Framework
While PMF, GeoMF and BPR focus on accurately predicting the best items to be recommended to every user, they do not consider any capacity constraints that might be associated with the items. However, for POI (e.g. theme parks attractions or coffee shops) recommendation, if the system recommends POIs overlapping across the majority of users, the users who follow the recommendation might have to wait in long queues, although there might be perfectly good POIs empty just around the corner. This scenario and more (e.g. viral video recommendation, limited shelf on a virtual store, road congestion) can benefit from a system that gives recommendations while respecting the capacity constraints.
In the following, we devise our method referred to as Cap-PMF/ Cap-BPR for item recommendation, and Cap-GeoMF/Cap-GeoBPR for POI recommendation. The key idea of our approach is that we want to both optimize for recommendation accuracy (accurately predicting user ratings / accurately ranking items) and penalize when the items' expected usage exceeds the respective capacities.
User Propensities. In our approach, every user i is associated with a variable, indicating the probability that he will listen to the system's recommendations. We refer to this variable as propensity to listen and denote it with p i ∈ [0, 1], resulting in a vector of propensities p ∈ R M for all M users. There are many ways propensities can be modeled; one possible definition is:
where feedback of the form user follows/ignores the recommendation is needed. We explore different ways of setting the user propensities in Section 4.1.
Propensity to listen to the recommendations can be an inherent user property: some users tend to listen to the system's recommendations more, compared to others. However, the same user's propensity might vary with time, e.g. the user might go to a certain place for lunch every day at 2pm, so no matter how good the restaurant recommendation is, he will not listen (low propensity); in contrast, he might be experimental during his dinner time (high propensity). Also, factors such as who the user is with or quality of experience with the system can affect the user's propensity. For such cases we plan to include dynamic propensity estimation in the future. We argue that user propensity, which has connections to the themes of [16, 21] , is a key factor for recommendation systems. Although here we use it to compute the expected usage of items, one can also use it to e.g. target the users with low/high propensities.
Item Capacities. Every item j = 1, . . . , N is characterized by a parameter indicating the maximum number of users who can simultaneously use it. We refer to this variable as capacity and denote it with c j > 0, resulting in a vector of capacities c ∈ R N + for all N items. For POI recommendation, a POI's capacity could be the total number of seats, or number of visitors allowed per time slot. For general item recommendation, an item's capacity could be the maximum number of users that can watch the same movie without leading to a system crash, or the maximum number of copies of the same item in the inventory. We explore different ways of setting the item capacities in Section 4.1.
Capacity is key for recommendation systems, as when many users are directed to the same item, the item will quickly reach its capacity. This will in turn lead to deteriorated user experience, such as long waiting times or out of stock items. This motivates the need for a recommendation system that respects the items' capacities.
Expected Usage. We define the expected usage of an item j as the expected number of users who have been recommended item j and will follow the recommendation: M i=1 p irij , wherer ij denotes the predicted rating of user i on item j. Ifr ij was either 1 or 0, the M i=1r ij term would indicate the total number of users who have been recommended item j. Now,r ij is given bŷ
For ease of optimization, we do not thresholdr ij to be either 0 or 1. Instead, we constrainr ij in the range of [0, 1] by using the sigmoid function, σ(·) = 1 1+exp(−(·)) , leading to:
which is the weighted combination of the estimated ratings for the users, using as weights the corresponding user propensities.
Importantly, any model estimating whether a user i will buy/visit item/POI j can be used to replace Equation (1), thus leading to a family of recommendation under capacity constraints algorithms.
Capacity Loss. Since we wish to penalize the model for giving recommendations which result in the expected usage of the items exceeding the corresponding capacities, we want to minimize the average capacity loss, given by:
The use of the indicator function 1[·](j) is not suitable for optimization purposes. We will use a surrogate for the indicator function. Considering the difference ∆(c j ,
we use the logistic loss of the difference as the surrogate:
noting that it forms a convex upper bound to the indicator function. Alternative surrogate losses to consider are:
Although the square loss (−∆) 2 is a convex surrogate of the indicator, it is not a suitable surrogate for the capacity loss, as it penalizes both positive and negative differences, whereas we want to penalize only the cases when the expected usage exceeds the capacity.
Overall Objective. Putting all the pieces together, using logistic as the surrogate loss, our method minimizes the following objective for item recommendation (Cap-PMF):
whereas for POI recommendation under constraints our method Cap-GeoMF minimizes:
In the above formulation, α is a fixed, user-chosen parameter in [0, 1] that handles the trade-off between the first part of the objective, i.e., recommendation accuracy as measured by the average rating prediction error, and the second part of the objective, referred to as the capacity loss. When α is equal to 0, our model reduces to PMF (or GeoMF). When α is 1, we are not interested in good prediction accuracy -our only concern is to ensure that every item's expected usage will not exceed its fixed capacity.
If we replace the first objective in (6) (or (7)) with the one of BPR to optimize for ranking accuracy, we obtain Cap-BPR (or Cap-GeoBPR):
Following we devise the updates for Cap-PMF and Cap-GeoMF, but we will experiment in Section 4 with all four proposed approaches Cap-PMF, Cap-GeoMF, Cap-BPR, Cap-GeoBPR.
The optimization for (6), (7) is done by alternating minimization, i.e., updating U while keeping V (and X) fixed, then updating V while keeping U (and X) fixed (and updating X while keeping U and V fixed for Cap-GeoMF). The latent factor updates are done using gradient descent, and for iteration t + 1 are:
where the last gradient update is valid only for cap-GeoMF. We denote with E cap-MF either E Cap-GeoMF or E cap-PMF . The gradients can be obtained by a direct application of the chain rule. From Equations (1), (2) and (4), we get the gradients
where for (10), (11), (12) we used the property ∇ x σ(x) = σ(x) · σ(−x). Using Equations (9)- (12), we obtain the gradient of the latent parameters as follows. The gradient of the objective, w.r.t u i is
Similarly, the gradient of the objective, w.r.t v j is
For cap-GeoMF, the gradient of the objective, w.r.t x i is
We have demonstrated here our method in the batch setting. In the future, we will consider the online or bandit setting [1, 17] .
Experimental Results
In this section, we present empirical results with the goal of addressing the following research questions:
1. What is the interplay of rating prediction, capacity loss and overall objective for CapMF as we vary the capacity trade-off parameter α (Section 4. 
Experimental Setting
Data. For item recommendation, we considered two public real-world datasets containing users' ratings on movies in a multi-relevance scale of [1, 5] : Movielens 100K and Movielens 1M 1 . For POI recommendation, we considered two public real-world datasets containing user check-ins in POIs: Gowalla and Foursquare 2 . For the Foursquare and Gowalla datasets, we removed the users and POIs with less than or equal to 10 ratings. The users, items and ratings statistics of the data are found in Table 1 .
Foursquare and Gowalla contain implicit check-in data (only ratings of 1 and 0 are present). A rating of 1 denotes that the user has visited the POI while a 0 denotes that the user has not visited it; because the user potentially does not like the POI or does not know about it. Movielens 100K and Movielens 1M contain ratings in a multi-relevance scale of 1 to 5 stars. We experimented with two feedback setups for these datasets: (i) two-scale explicit feedback (+1, -1), using 4 as the threshold of liking, and (ii) implicit feedback, marking every non-zero rating as a 1, and keeping the rest as 0.
Evaluation Setup. We repeated all experiments 5 times by drawing new train/test splits in each round. We randomly selected half of the ratings for each user in the training set and moved the rest items as negatives (-1) from the set of items marked as 0 both for the training and the test set. This is common practice to avoid skewed algorithm predictions resulting from training on only positive observations, and to avoid computational overhead of considering all unrated items as negative observations. 3 .
Capacity & Propensity Setting. As the information of items' capacities and users' propensities is not available in the considered data, and to the best of our knowledge to any of the publicly available recommendation datasets, in our experiments we considered different ways of setting them. For setting capacities, we considered the following three cases: (i) item capacities are analogous to usage, i.e., such a setting is inspired by the supply-demand law: the more users ask for an item, the more copies of the item will be in the market, (ii) item capacities are inversely proportional to usage, i.e., capturing the case when items with low capacities are often in high demand, and (iii) item capacities are irrespective of usage. In particular, we instantiated the above concepts with the following: Note that (1) -(2) are analogous to usage, (3) -(5) are irrespective of usage and (6) is proportional to usage. Figures 1(c), (d) show all items' capacity scores sorted decreasingly for the various capacity choices, for the POI datasets.
For setting user propensities, we considered the following cases: (i) user propensities are analogous to system usage by the user, i.e., capturing the intuition that the more the user interacts with the system the more they tend to listen to the recommendations, and (ii) user propensities are irrespective of usage, i.e., capturing that propensities are an inherent user property. In particular, we considered the following:
(1) 'actual': p i = # observed ratings for user i Total # items = |L i | N where | · | denotes a set's cardinality. 5 (2) 'median': Set propensities ≥ the median of the actual propensities to 0.45, and propensities < median to 0.01. This illustrates two distinct groups of users; those who tend to listen to the system's recommendations, and those who do not. Location. The POI datasets Foursquare and Gowalla, contain apart from the check-in observations, location information about where every POI lies in terms of geographical latitude and longitude coordinates. In Figures 2(a) , (c) we show scatter plots of the latitudes (x axis) and longitudes (y axis) for the POIs of the non-subsampled datasets of Foursquare and Gowalla respectively. Using the Mercator projection, and fixing the ground resolution to level of detail set to 15, we transformed the latitude/longitude coordinates of every POI to one of the 2 15 tiles where the entire Earth can be divided into 6 . We show the tiles x-y coordinates of the various POIs for Foursquare in Figure 2 (b) and for Gowalla in Figure 2 (d). We set L, i.e., the dimension of the influence vector, to the number of unique tiles found. For Foursquare L is 290, whereas for Gowalla L is 4320.
Considering the set of all L unique tiles and representing every POI as a pair of (tileX, tileY) coordinates, we pre-computed the influence matrix Y ∈ R L×N using Kernel Density Estimation [26] . Parameter Setting. We set the algorithm parameters as follows. Similarly to [13] , we set the rank of the latent factors k to 10. We used for the learning rate of gradient descent the Adagrad rule [5] , which for the latent factor of the user i, u i at iteration t is: the regularization parameter λ to 0.00001. In practice, to further improve the algorithm's performance, we can tune the parameters of rank and regularization in a validation set. We stopped the training of the algorithm either when the improvement in the value of the optimization objective in the training set was smaller than 0.00001 or after 3,000 iterations.
Evaluation Metrics. We report the method's test-set performance in terms of the following metrics:
(1) For CapMF, we report Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) which measures test set rating prediction accuracy:
L i,test denotes the set of observed ratings for user i in the test set.
(2) For Cap-BPR we report 0/1 Pairwise Loss which measures the average number of incorrectly ordered pairs (-1 ranked above +1):
where
,test denote the set of positively and negatively rated items by user i in the test set respectively. (3) Capacity Loss, which measures on average the extent to which the recommendations lead to violating the capacity constraints:
For metrics (1) , (2) 
where rel(r) is 1 if the item in position r is relevant, and 0 otherwise. After computing Average Precision per user, we average the results over all users. Values closer to 1 are better.
Baselines. We compare our proposed methods with the baselines of: (i) PMF [20] , (ii) BPR [19] (item recommendation), (iii) GeoMF [15] , (iv) Geo-BPR (POI recommendation), and (v) onlyCap, i.e., the baseline of setting α to 1. Although no method has been proposed for recommendations under capacity constraints in the literature, in 4.10 we introduce a simple post-processing baseline. 
Performance of CapMF (Rating Prediction)
The first experiment is conducted with the goal of examining the effect of the trade-off parameter α on CapMF's performance. Recall that for CapMF, α captures the trade-off among the objective of rating prediction for whether a user will purchase (visit) an item (POI), and the objective of respecting the items' capacities. We expect that as α approaches 0, the algorithm will have better prediction accuracy but will be violating more the capacity constraints. In contrast, as α approaches 1, we expect the algorithm to respect more the capacity constraints at the cost of worse rating prediction.
To illustrate this, we vary the trade-off parameter in the set {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1}. We set the surrogate loss for the capacity objective to the logistic loss, and used the 'actual' capacity and propensity definitions. In Figure 3 , we report the test set metrics of RMSE, Capacity Loss and Overall objective for all four datasets. The results show that indeed the more we increase the trade-off parameter, the smaller the capacity loss and the higher the RMSE. This is one key result of our paper, as it validates that the trade-off parameter can be used to specify to what extent the rating prediction accuracy is more/less important compared to the average capacity loss for the considered application domain.
Performance of CapBPR (Ranking)
In the previous experiment, we had instantiated the first objective to be rating prediction accuracy, resulting in CapMF. Instead, here we consider the bayesian personalized ranking objective, resulting in Cap-BPR. Similarly with the previous experiment, we vary the trade-off parameter α to observe the interplay between the two objectives -now they are 0/1 Pairwise Loss, measuring the average number of incorrectly ordered pairs, and Capacity Loss.
In Figures 4(a), (b) , we show the results of CapBPR/Cap-GeoBPR for Movielens 100K and Foursquare, as we vary the trade-off parameter in the range of [0, 1] . Comparing these with Figures 3(a) , (c) respectively in terms of capacity loss, we see that the ranking objective tends to result in smaller values. Also, interestingly, Figures 4(a), (b) show that while as expected the capacity loss decreases with the increase of α, the 0/1 pairwise loss does not change much. Similar trends hold for the rest of the datasets (not shown). We found that this happens because when the capacities are analogous to usage (here we used the 'actual' capacity definition), even if α is set to 1, i.e., not optimizing at all for ranking accuracy, the 0/1 pairwise training loss still decreases ( Figure 5 ). This shows that the second objective of capacity loss can help reconstruct ranking accuracy, just based on item capacities and user propensities, without any access to user-item ratings.
To see the expected trade-off between capacity and ranking loss, we report in Figures 4(c) , (d) Cap-BPR's results for item capacities set inversely proportional to usage, using 'reverse binning' capacities. Indeed, in this case the number of incorrectly ordered pairs increases with the increase in α. 
Comparison with Unconstrained Methods
Based on Figure 3 , considering the two ends of the spectrum for the value of the trade-off parameter, i.e., α = 0 and α = 1, we can compare our algorithm CapMF (setting α = 0.2) with the baselines PMF/GeoMF and onlyCap correspondingly. We observe that: (i) For item recommendation ( Figure  3 
Implicit versus Explicit Feedback
So far, we considered the implicit feedback version of Movielens 100K and Movielens 1M. To show that our method is also applicable when explicit feedback is available, we report in Figure 6 the results of Cap-PMF in terms of the competing objectives for the original explicit Movielens datasets.
Comparing Figure 6 (a) with 3(a) for Movielens 100K, and Figure 6 (b) with 3(b) for Movielens 1M, we can see that although the particular values of the objectives are different, the trends are similar. Similar trends were found for Cap-BPR. Thus, in the sequel, we will use the implicit feedback version of the datasets unless otherwise specified. 
Effect of Surrogate Loss for Capacity Term
Next, we examine the effect of the choice of the surrogate loss used for the capacity objective on the algorithm's performance. Although in our experiments we have used the logistic loss, we can also use exponential or hinge loss as the surrogate loss. For this experiment, we consider rating prediction as the first objective, we set the capacity trade-off parameter to 0.2, and use the 'actual' propensity and capacity definitions. Based on Figure 7 , we observe that for Movielens 100K, logistic and hinge loss result in similar performance, while exponential loss results in the highest RMSE and the smallest capacity loss. Similar are the trends for Movielens 1M (omitted). For Foursquare and Gowalla (omitted), hinge loss obtains the smallest capacity loss and RMSE, making it the best option for the POI datasets. This is the case because the exponential loss assigns very high penalties for large negative differences. Also, exponential and logistic losses assign small penalties for small negative and also positive values, while hinge does not penalize when expected usage is within the capacity constraints. 
Effect of input Item Capacities
Here we study the effect of different item capacities, namely 'actual', 'linear mean', 'linear max' and 'binning', as input to our algorithm. For this experiment, we set α to 0.2, the surrogate loss to the logistic loss, the propensities to 'actual' and the first objective to rating prediction. Figure 8 compares CapMF's performance for the four choices of capacity for Gowalla -similar trends hold for the other datasets. We can see that the choices of 'actual', 'linear max' and 'linear mean' all result in almost identical performance, whereas the choice of 'binning' results in higher RMSE and Capacity Loss. We explain this result as based on Figure 1 (d) the 'binning' definition typically results in the smallest items' capacities, which means that it is more likely that the recommendations will violate the capacity constraints. Also, when setting all items' capacities uniformly to e.g. the mean actual capacity (not shown), the capacity constraints are satisfied from the first iteration.
Effect of input User Propensities
In Figure 9 we study the effect of different user propensities as input to our algorithm (i.e., 'actual', 'median' and 'linear') on CapMF's performance in the Foursquare dataset. The setting is the same as the one described in 4.7, except for the capacity definition which is set to 'actual'. We see that for 'median' and 'linear' choices of propensity, the values of both RMSE and Capacity Loss are higher compared to those obtained for the 'actual' propensity choice. This happens because the 'median' and 'linear' options generally result in higher values of user propensities (Figure 1(a) ). This leads to higher expected usage values, making it more likely to have the capacity constraints violated.
Effect on Top-N recommendations
So far we have studied the proposed methods regarding the interplay of the two objectives (square/ranking loss versus capacity loss). Here, we evaluate the top-N recommendation quality using AP@top as our metric, varying top in {1, 5, 10}. Based on Figure 10 , we see that for CapMF, and 'actual' capacity definition: for (a) Movielens 1M Cap-PMF achieves lower AP compared to PMF, while for (b) Foursquare, Cap-GeoMF achieves higher AP compered to GeoMF. While we increase the top, AP@top decreases. Due to space constraints, we omitted AP@top results for all datasets and capacity definitions. Overall we noticed that: (i) Our method with rating prediction loss tends to outperform PMF/GeoMF when the capacities are inversely proportional or irrespective of usage.
(ii) In contrast, for ranking loss, our methods tend to outperform BPR/Cap-BPR when capacities are proportional or irrespective of usage.
Comparison with Post-Processing Method
Last, we compare our proposed approach with a simple post-processing baseline, outlined in Algorithm 1. By design, such a baseline will never violate the capacity constraints present.
Algorithm 1 Post-Processing Baseline
Require: ∀j c j , ∀(i, j)r ij from unconstrained method (PMF, GeoMF, BPR) 1: ∀ item j sort users i based onr ij 2: Recommend item j only to the top c j users 3: return For every user i, give top-N list, sorting the recommended items based onr ij
For the purposes of the novel setting of recommendation under capacity constraints, here we introduce two new metrics:
where AP i is user i's AP, Re top (j) is the set of users who got j in their top list, and WMCV stands for Weighted Mean Capacity Violation. WAP@top measures top-N recommendation quality taking into account the users' propensities. WMCV@top captures by how much on average the items' capacities are violated, measuring the extra number of users recommended the item in their top-N list weighted by their propensities. capacities (as well as 'binning', 'uniform') , Cap-BPR not only outperforms in terms of WAP@top the baseline of Algorithm 1 but also surpasses BPR. In contrast, for 'reverse binning', one should employ the simple baseline to achieve better WAP@top. When the first objective is rating prediction (omitted), the trend is different: CapMF outperforms the baseline when capacities are irrespective or reversely proportional to usage, whereas when the capacities are proportional to usage, the baseline is better. Similar trends hold for the non-weighted version of Average Precision. For POI datasets (omitted), Cap-GeoMF outperforms both the baseline and GeoMF either when the capacities are proportional or inversely proportional to usage. In terms of WMCV@ top, for larger values of top, our method outperforms the unconstrained methods. For smaller values of top, the unconstrained methods already achieve WMCV close to zero. Interestingly, an increase in α does not always translate to smaller WMCV@top.
Conclusions
We have presented a novel approach for providing recommendations that satisfy capacity constraints. We have demonstrated how this generic approach can be applied to three state-of-the-art models, PMF [20] , GeoMF [15] , and BPR [19] , so that the items' expected usage respects the corresponding capacities. We have empirically shown the trade-off among rating prediction / ranking accuracy and capacity loss, and have illustrated the effect of various parameters. We have shown that our method achieves comparable top-N recommendation performance with the state-of-the-art while achieving lower capacity loss, making it applicable in real-world recommendation scenarios where capacity constraints are present.
